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Abstract

Scanner data are a quite new data source for statistical agencies and the availability of electronic sales data 
for the calculation of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) has increased over the past 16 years. Scanner data can 
be obtained from a wide variety of retailers (supermarkets, home electronics, Internet shops, etc.) and provide 
information at the level of the barcode, i.e. the Global Trade Item Number (GTIN, formerly known as the EAN 
code). One of new challenges connected with scanner data is the choice of the index formula which should 
be able to reduce the chain drift bias and the substitution bias. In this paper, we compare several price index 
methods for CPI calculations based on scanner data. In particular, we consider bilateral index methods with 
chained versions of direct weighted and unweighted indices, and also selected multilateral index methods, 
i.e. the quality adjusted unit value method (QU method) and its special case (the Geary-Khamis method), 
the augmented Lehr method, the so called “real time index”, the GEKS method and the CCDI method. 
We consider different weighting schemes in quantity weights on the price index. We compare all these methods 
using a real scanner data set obtained from one supermarket chain.. The main aim of the paper is to show how 
big differences among bilateral and multilateral indices may rise while using real scanner data sets. In particular 
our results lead to the conclusion that the choice of the multilateral formula and the weighting scheme does 
matter in inflation measurement. It is shown that differences between values of all discussed formulas may 
exceed several percentage points even in the case of only one homogeneous group of products.2
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INTRODUCTION
Scanner data mean transaction data that specify turnover and numbers of items sold by GTIN (barcode, 
formerly known as the EAN code). Scanner data have numerous advantages compared to traditional 
survey data collection because such data sets are much bigger than traditional ones and they contain 
complete transaction information, i.e. information about prices and quantities.
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In other words, scanner data contain expenditure information at the item level (i.e. at the barcode or 
the GTIN level), which makes it possible to use expenditure shares of items as weights for calculating 
price indices at the lowest (elementary) level of data aggregation.

Scanner data from two supermarkets were introduced in the Dutch CPI in 2002 and, in January 
2010, the number of supermarkets providing the scanner data was extended to six. The Dutch CPI was 
re-designed (de Haan, 2006; Van der Grient and de Haan, 2010; de Haan and Van der Grient, 2011). 
In 2017, scanner data of ten supermarkets chains were used and at present surveys are not carried out 
anymore for supermarkets, i.e. scanner data from other retailers (for instance, from do-it-yourself stores 
or from travel agencies) are used in the Dutch CPI (Chessa, 2015). Until 2015, four EU countries were 
using scanner data (the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland). The number of countries that 
make use of scanner data in their CPI has been growing, i.e. in April 2016, the number of EU countries 
increased to seven (Belgium, Denmark and Iceland started to use such data sets) and at present, some 
of national statistical institutes (NSIs) consider starting to use scanner data. Some other countries consider 
using scanner data in their CPI calculation in the nearest future (or have just started using it), for instance: 
the French National Statistical Institute (INSEE) launched in 2010 a pilot project in order to get some 
insights into the suitability of these data for CPI purposes, the Statistics Portugal was awarded in 2011 
a Eurostat grant to undertake the initial research on the exploitation of scanner data, in Luxembourg, 
collaboration was put in place with several retailers who agreed to transmit every month their data to 
the IT system (STATEC) and scanner data have been introduced in the regular production from January 
2018. In January 2018, in Poland, the project titled “INSTATCENY” began and its main aim is to create 
the new methodology of CPI measurement based on data from different (traditional and untraditional) 
sources, including scanner data and web-scraped data. In 2017, the Eurostat provided Practical Guide 
for Processing Supermarket Scanner data, which is commonly available on website: <https://ec.europa.
eu/eurostat/web/hicp/overview>. In the above-mentioned guide, we can read: “This guide describes 
the situation in 2017. It will need to be updated as the use of scanner data develops and broadens”. 
In fact, the methodology for CPI (or HICP) construction using scanner data has strongly evolved over 
the last few years (see for instance: Ivancic et. al., 2011; Krsnich, 2014; Griffioen and Bosch, 2016; de Haan 
et al., 2016; Chessa and Griffioen, 2016; Chessa, 2017; Diewert and Fox, 2017). One of new challenges 
connected with scanner data is the choice of the index formula which should be able to reduce the chain 
drift bias and the substitution bias.

In this paper, we compare several price index methods for CPI calculations based on scanner data. 
The main aim of the paper is to show how big differences among bilateral and multilateral indices may 
rise while using real scanner data sets. In particular it is shown that the choice of the multilateral formula 
and the weighting scheme does matter in inflation measurement. The paper is organised as follows: 
Section 1 presents main advantages, disadvantages and challenges connected with using scanner data. 
Section 2 describes a selected bilateral and multilateral index method which can be used in the case 
of scanner data and this Section also discusses updating and weighting problem connected with multilateral 
methods; Section 3 proposes some price index modifications; Section 4 presents the results from our 
simulation study and examines the influence of the price and quantity behaviour on differences between 
the discussed index methods; Section 5 continues the comparison of bilateral and multilateral methods; 
it presents the empirical study based on real scanner data sets obtained from one supermarket and 
the e-commerce platform allegro.pl; last section lists the main conclusions.

1 SCANNER DATA: ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES
One of the main advantages of using scanner data is the fact that these data sets allow for the level 
of elementary aggregate to be taken down to lower levels, as the information about prices and quantities 
(thus also about weights) is available. Scanner data sets are huge and may provide some additional
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information about products (such as the following attributes: size, colour, package quantity, etc.). These
attributes may be useful in aggregating items into homogeneous groups. Besides, obtaining scanner 
data is much cheaper than obtaining CPI data in the traditional manner. In the Eurostat’s  Practical 
Guide for Processing Supermarket Scanner data from 2017, we can read (page 9): “In the traditional price 
collection, price collectors have to trust intuition and common sense and it may happen that prices 
are collected as long as the item is available even though it is no longer representative. In scanner data 
the representativeness is guaranteed”.

To list disadvantages of using scanner data, we should start with the substantial dependence 
of the NSI on a retailer. In fact, in the traditional CPI measurement, a price collector must only receive 
from a given retailer the permission to visit the outlet. In the case of scanner data, there must be a legal  
contract between the NSI and a given retailer which allows the NSI to fully control and monitor 
the data. The second disadvantage (or rather a new challenge) is the fact that methodology for sampling 
of scanner data is still poorly developed, i.e. there are open questions about sampling of regions (if retailers  
use regional prices) or sampling of outlets (if the outlets differ from one another with respect to opening 
hours or offered goods). Also the choice of the time interval for aggregating of scanner data may be 
problematic, since many product prices change periodically but the price cycle may equal to a quarter, 
a month, a week or even a day. In fact, observing scanner data, it is easy to confirm the known fact 
that prices are often higher on Saturday (see Figure 1),  and each day the value of sales (see Figure 2), 
the number of transactions (see Figure 3) and  the price (see Figure 4) are the highest in the afternoon 
or in the evening. Moreover, the distribution of the expenditure on a given product may strongly depend 
on the day, for instance, the expenditure fluctuations on Monday and on Friday may differ from each other 
significantly (see Figure 5). The same remark could be repeated for prices of products (see Figure 6). All 
figures which confirm our above-mentioned remarks, i.e. Figures 1–6, are obtained for the homogeneous  
group of child safety seats (sample EANs: 5902581655226, 5902533903429, or 5902581652850) and 
the analysed scanner data set comes from the net portal allegro.pl (the TradeWatch tool) and concerns 
the time interval: 22.11.2015–16.12.2018.

Figure 1  Daily average price of child safety seats

Source: <TradeWatch.pl>
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Figure 4  Average price of child safety seats depending on hours

Figure 2  Average value of sales of child safety seats depending on hours

Figure 3  Average number of transactions concerning child safety seats depending on hours

Source: <TradeWatch.pl>

Source: <TradeWatch.pl>

Source: <TradeWatch.pl>
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Figure 5  Fluctuations of the average expenditure on child safety seats depending on days

Figure 6  Fluctuations of the average price of child safety seats depending on days

Source: <TradeWatch.pl>

Source: <TradeWatch.pl>

The first challenge connected with scanner data concerns item codes. As it was mentioned above, 
the GTIN (formerly known as the EAN) is the name currently used for coding in the case of scanner 
data. Nevertheless, the following codes may also be used: price look-up (PLU) and stock-keeping units 
(SKUs). PLU codes are shorter than GTINs and SKUs can be slightly more generic than GTINs. In practice, 
when NSIs use scanned data from different retailers with different code systems, some problems with 
identifying products may rise. Moreover, scanner data may contain data on transactions between the 
retailer and other business, which should be verified and detected (such transactions should be excluded 
from CPI calculations). The next challenge is detecting items which were returned within the given 
period after the purchase. Since typically, 10 000–25 000 item codes are used in the supermarket, a huge 
challenge is to create the appropriate, preferably automatic (or at least almost fully automatic) IT system  
which is able to go through with the above-mentioned detections and which takes into consideration 
seasonal goods, replacements, as well as disappearing and appearing item codes in the sample. Finally, 
one of new challenges connected with scanner data is the choice of the index formula which should 
be able to reduce the chain drift bias and the substitution bias. In the paper, we focus on the choice 
of the price index formula.
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2 INDEX METHODS FOR CPI CALCULATIONS USING SCANNER DATA
Most statistical agencies use bilateral index numbers in the CPI measurement, i.e. they use indices which 
compare prices and quantities of a group of commodities from the current period with the corresponding 
prices and quantities from a base (fixed) period. In multilateral methods, we collect information about 
prices and quantities of a group of commodities from T periods and next we calculate a sequence 
of price indices for these T periods. Although Ivancic, Diewert and Fox (2011) have suggested that the use 
of multilateral indices in the scanner data case can solve the chain drift problem, most statistical agencies 
using scanner data still make use of the monthly chained Jevons index (Chessa et al., 2017). Since the 
elementary Jevons price index belongs to bilateral (direct) index methods, we start our description of 
possible methods with these methods. Following Chessa et al. (2017), let us denote the sets of homogeneous 
products belonging to the same product group in months 0  and t  by 0G  and tG  respectively, and let 

tG ,0  denote the set of matched products in both moments 0 and t .  A product may refer to a single item 
(GTIN) or to a sub-group of items (GTINs) having the same characteristics, and thus being in the same 
homogeneity group. In the next part of the paper, we consider the second scenario, i.e. a homogeneous 
group of different GTINs but having identical characteristics. We also consider a month as a time period 
over which scanner data are aggregated. In fact, one month is the longest interval among time intervals 
recommended by Eurostat for the scanner data aggregation (see Practical Guide for Processing Supermarket 
Scanner data, 2017, page 13) although, the same document on the same page states: “Most commonly, 
scanner data are collected weekly, i.e. all transactions taking place during a week are aggregated”. 

2.1 Bilateral index methods
2.1.1 Unweighted formulas
A recommendation of the European Commission concerning the choice of the elementary formula 
at the lowest level of data aggregation can be found on website: <http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/
stat/download/cpi/corrections/annex1.pdf> and it is as follows: “For the HICPs the ratio of geometric 
mean prices or the ratio of arithmetic mean prices are the two formulae which should be used within 
elementary aggregates. The arithmetic mean of price relatives may only be applied in exceptional cases and 
where it can be shown that it is comparable”. In other words, if expenditure information is not available, 
the European Commission recommends the Jevons (1865) price index (see also Diewert, 2012; or Levell, 
2015), which can be written as follows:
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In our research, we consider only the first Formula (1) together with its monthly chained version which 
is denoted here by t

JCHP ,0
− .

2.1.2 Weighted formulas
Since scanner data contain information about the expenditure, it is possible in their case to calculate 
weighted bilateral indices. Superlative price indices, firstly proposed by Diewert (1976), are the most 
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recommended index formulas for the scanner data case (as base formulas). Following Chessa et al. (2017), 
we consider the Törnqvist (1936) price index, which is given by:
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where 0
is  and t

is  denote the expenditure shares of matched products in months 0 and t .
Other commonly known superlative price indices are the Fisher price index (1922) and the Walsh 

price index (1901). Their formulas, denoted by t
FP ,0  and by t

WP ,0  respectively, can be written as follows:
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where 0
iq  and t

iq  denote quantities of matched products in months 0 and t , t
LaP ,0  and t

PaP ,0  denote 
the Laspeyres price index (1864) and the Paasche price index (1874)  respectively (see Section 2.2.1). 
In the next part of the paper only the Fisher and  the Törnqvist price indices are taken into consideration.

2.2 Multilateral index methods
Multilateral index methods have their genesis in comparisons of price levels across countries or regions. 
These methods satisfy the transitivity, which is a desirable property for spatial comparisons due to the fact 
that the results are independent of the choice of base country (region). Commonly known methods are 
the GEKS method (also known as the EKS method – see Gini (1931), Eltetö and Köves (1964), Szulc (1964), 
the Geary-Khamis (GK) method (Geary, 1958; Khamis, 1972), the CCDI method (Caves, Christensen 
and Diewert, 1982; Inklaar and Diewert, 2016) or the real time index method (Chessa, 2015)). In this 
paper, we consider most of these methods but the problem of the best choice of the multilateral formula 
seems to be still open.

2.2.1 The quality adjusted unit value index and the Geary-Khamis (GK) method
The term “Quality adjusted unit value method” (shortened to the “QU method”) was introduced 
by Chessa (see, for instance, Chessa, 2015, 2016). The QU method is a family of unit value based 
index methods with the above-mentioned Geary-Khamis (GK) method as a special case. According 
to the QU method, the price index t

QUP ,0  which compares the period t  with the base period 0 is defined 
as follows:
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where the numerator in (6) is the measure  of the turnover (expenditure) change between the two considered 
months and the denominator in (6) is a weighted quantity index. Note that both the turnover index and 
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the weighted quantity index are transitive, and thus the price index t
QUP ,0  is also transitive (Chessa et al., 

2017). Note also that the quantity weights iv  are the only unknown factors in Formula (6) and these 
factors convert sold quantities 0

iq  and t
iq  into “common units” 0

ii qv  and t
ii qv .  Prices of products, 0

ip  
and t

ip , are converted into “quality adjusted prices” ii vp /0  and i
t
i vp / . If the considered consumption 

segment is homogeneous, then product quantities can be summed (factors iv  are equal for all products) 
and the index t

QUP ,0  simplifies to the unit value index (the nominator of (6)). If the above-mentioned 
consumption segment is not homogeneous, then the unit value index must be adjusted. Note also that 
the formula t

QUP ,0  defines a family of price indices. In fact, limiting considerations to products sold in both 
moments 0 and t , and setting iv  equal to the product prices in the current period t , the Formula (6) 
leads to the Laspeyres index:
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Similarly, if we consider the group of products tG ,0  and if the quantity weights iv  are set equal 
to the prices in the base period (month) 0, then the formula t

QUP ,0  simplifies to the Paasche price index, i.e.
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In other words, different choices of factors iv  lead to different prices index formulas. In the GK method, 
the weights iv  are defined as follows:
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and [0, T] is the entire time interval of the product observations (typically T = 12, see Diewert and Fox, 
2017). Please note that Formulas (6), (9) and (10) lead to a set of equations which should be solved 
simultaneously. The above-mentioned solution can be found iteratively (Maddison and Rao, 1996; Chessa, 
2016) or as the solution to an eigenvalue problem (Diewert, 1999). An interesting alternative method 
for obtaining this solution can be also found in Diewert and Fox (2017).

2.2.2 The augmented Lehr index
The Lehr method is similar to the Geary-Khamis method (see Section 2.2.1, Formula (6) with weights 
defined in (9)) but it does not use the complex iterative method. The quality adjusted factors iv are 
defined here as follows:
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The immediate conclusion from (11) is that the Lehr index uses only data from months 0  and T , and 
in fact this is a bilateral index. Nevertheless, we can change the formula of the quality adjustment factors, 
and thus, similarly to multilateral methods, we take into considerations all available information from 
the interval, i.e. (see Loon and Roels, 2018):
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In the next part of the paper, the augmented Lehr index, i.e. the index constructed as in (6) with 
quantity weights defined in (12), will be denoted by t

ALP ,0  and the above-mentioned factors will be signified 
by AL

iv . In other words, the considered augmented Lehr index can be written as follows:
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2.2.3 The real time index
Let us note that price imputations are not needed when prices from each month of the current year are 
included in weights iv . Taking typically value T = 12, Chessa (2015) suggests defining these weights 
by including product prices and quantities from each month of the current year and the base month 
December of the previous year (there are 13 months together). However, as the same author admits, 
in practice, we can use prices and quantities of all 13 months only in the final month of the year, and thus 
some updating method is needed for iv  calculations each month. Although there are several methods for 
updating quantity weights (see for instance Krsinich, 2014), we focus on an interesting and quite easy for 
implementation method proposed by Chessa (2015). He suggests the following procedure of calculating 
the real time index: (1) For the current year, we use a time window with December of the previous year 
as the fixed base month and the window is enlarged each month with the current month; (2) The price 
index of the current month t  is calculated by using the updated quantity weights according to a special 
algorithm. In particular, this algorithm needs some initial values of price indices τ,0
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(according to (6)) until the difference between indices from the last two iterations is small enough. 
Chessa (2015) recommends a method for calculating initial indices. Moreover, he sets the stop criterion 
at 0.001 and assumes the maximum absolute difference between the price index vectors as a distance 
measure. Nevertheless, in our study, we set the stop criterion at 0.0001 and we use the Euclidean 
distance for comparisons of two successive iterations. Steps (1) and (2) are repeated until December 
of the current year and after that the base month is shifted to December of the current year. In this 
way, the whole procedure may be repeated in the subsequent year. For more details, see also Chessa 
(2016).
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2.2.4 The GEKS method
Let us consider a time interval ],0[ T of observations of prices and quantities which will be used for 
the GEKS index construction. The GEKS price index between months 0 and t  is an unweighted geometric 
mean of 1+T  ratios of bilateral price indices 

t

P
,τ

and 0,τP  which are based on the same price index 
formula. The bilateral price index formula should satisfy the time reversal test, i.e. it should satisfy 
the condition 1,, =⋅ abba PP . Typically, the GEKS method uses the superlative Fisher price index and 
in such case the GEKS formula can be written as follows:
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The GEKS formula based on the Jevons price index is also considered in this paper, i.e.
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2.2.5 The CCDI method
The GEKS method for making international index number comparisons between countries comes 
from Gini (1931) but it should be mentioned that it was derived in a different manner by Eltetö and 
Köves (1964) and Szulc (1964). Feenstra, Ma and Rao (2009), and also De Haan and var der Grient 
(2011) suggested that the Törnqvist price index formula (see (3)) could be used instead of the Fisher 
price index in the Gini methodology. Caves, Christensen and Diewert (1982) used the GEKS idea with 
the Törnqvist index as a base in the context of making quantity comparisons across production units 
(the CCD method) and Inklaar and Diewert (2016) extended the CCD methodology to making price 
comparisons across production units. Thus, in the paper of Diewert and Fox (2017), the multilateral price 
comparison method that uses the GEKS method based on the Törnqvist price index is called the CCDI 
method. The corresponding CCDI price index can be expressed as follows:
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2.2.6 Other methods
In the literature, we can find some other multilateral index methods which are not considered in this 
paper. The Country-Product Dummy (CPD) method proposed by Summers (1973) has been adapted 
for spatial price comparisons to the time domain and now it is known as the Time Product Dummy 
(TPD) method (de Haan and Krsinich, 2014). The multilateral hedonic method is closely related 
to the TPD method, i.e. its model parameters (known as “item fixed effects”) are not estimated for 
items (as in the TPD method) but they are estimated for the characteristics of items (attributes). Both 
the TPD method and the above-mentioned hedonic method do not simplify to a unit value index when 
all products are homogeneous and they are flawed with regard to their use of turnover in constructing 
weights (Chessa, 2015).  Some other methods can be encountered in the paper of Haan et al. (2016), for 
instance, the so-called “Cycle Method” (see also Willenborg, 2010, 2017; Willenborg and Van der Loo, 
2016).
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2.3 Alternative weighting schemes in the QU method
In the classical form, the GK method uses quantity shares as weight in the construction of iv . In the 
litera-ture, we can find at least two other weighting schemes in quantity weights for the GK price index. 
The first variant was proposed by Hill (2000) and it assumes that deflated prices, i.e.  z

QU
z
i Pp ,0/  , are weighted 

by the ratio of the turnover share of the i-th product in the month z (denoted here by z
is ) and the sum 

of turnover shares of the same product over different months. In the paper of Chessa (2016), this variant 
is referred to as the “QU-TS” method but we use here the shortened notation “TS”, i.e. we denote the 
above-mentioned weights for deflated prices as  z

TSi,ϕ  . In other words, in the TS method, weights  z
GKi,ϕ  

are replaced by weights calculated as follows:
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and the final quantity weights are computed as follows:
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The other weighting scheme assumes that deflated prices in months with sales receive equal weight, 
and thus it is denoted here by the EW method (in Chessa (2016), this method is referred to as the 
“QU-EW” method). In other words, in the considered weighting scheme, we use the following weights 
for deflated prices:
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otherwise. Analogically to (17), in the EW method, the final quantity 
weights can be written as:
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In the next part of the paper, we will use different notations for quantity weights defined in (9), (18) 
and (20), i.e. these weights, connected with the GK, TS and EW methods, will be signified by GK

iv , TS
iv  

and 
EW
iv  respectively. Similarly, the corresponding multilateral indices, which compare the time moment t  

with the time moment 0, will be denoted by t
GKP ,0 , t

TSP ,0  and t
EWP ,0  respectively. In the paper we also suggest 

considering a different system of weights based on observed and available expenditures, namely:
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which allows us to calculate the final quantity weights in the QU method as follows:
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a) plain flour

b) milk

We will denote these quantity weights by  EX
iv  and the corresponding QU index, i.e. the index defined in 

(6) but using weights  EX
iv instead of weights  iv , by  t

EXP ,0 .

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY
Poland is at the beginning of the way to the regular and official use of scanner data in the CPI measurement. 
Statistics Poland has started to cooperate with three supermarkets but they do not provide scanner 
data in a regular way. Moreover, there is no IT system for combining and analysing different data 
sources from different retailers (supermarkets) written in different file formats. Nevertheless, some 
experiments on real scanner data sets are being done by using the R package and Mathematica software. 
In the following empirical study, we consider data sets come from one supermarket chain and they 
concern the following group of products: plain flour (COICOP group: 011121), milk 3.2% (COICOP 
group: 011411) and rice (COICOP group: 011111). In this case, we have a 13-month time series 
(Dec. 2014–Dec. 2015).

Figure 7 presents a comparison of two selected multilateral indices calculated over the whole period 
of 13 months (i.e. the CCDI and GK indices when a full window is available) with the corresponding 
indices calculated over the “currently” available window (i.e. for the current time moment t, 
the available time window is [0,t] – see the CCDI_RT and the real time indices). Figure 8 presents 
a comparison of the GEKS index with the CCDI and JGEKS indices calculated over the whole period 
of 13 months. Figure 9 presents all considered multilateral indices together with the chained Jevons 
index calculated for the fully available time window. All calculations were done in the Mathematica 
11 software.

Figure 7  Comparison of selected multilateral indices (CCDI, GK) for fully and “currently” available time windows 
(calculated for plain flour, milk and rice)
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Figure 7                                                                                                                                                                                    (continuation)

Figure 8  Comparison of the GEKS index with the CCDI and JGEKS indices calculated over the whole period 
of 13 months for plain flour, milk and rice

Source: Own calculations based on scanner data from one retailer chain

a) plain flour

b) milk

c) rice

c) rice

Source: Own calculations based on scanner data from one retailer chain

  GEKS
  JGEKS

  GEKS
  JGEKS

  GEKS
  JGEKS
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Note: For coloured figure see the online version of Statistika journal No. 1/2020.
Source: Own calculations based on scanner data from one retailer chain

Figure 9  All considered multilateral indices together with the chained Jevons index calculated over the whole 
period of 13 months for plain flour, milk and rice

a) plain flour

b) milk

c) rice
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CONCLUSIONS
Our empirical study provides the following conclusions: (a) when we have no historical data from 
supermarkets and we start using scanner data sets, then the application of multilateral indices for 
the “currently” available time window (from the beginning of cooperation with supermarkets till 
the current month) is justified since differences between selected indices (CCDI, GK) for the fully and 
“currently” available time window are not too big, i.e. these differences are decreasing functions of time 
and, as a rule, after 6–8 months they are negligible (see Figure 7); (b) In practice, there are no substantial 
differences between the GEKS and CCDI indices and it is not surprising since superlative indices (Fisher, 
Törnqvist) approximate each other (Diewert, 1976). Nevertheless, the differences between the GEKS 
and JGEKS indices are crucial and, in our opinion, it confirms that the movements of quantities may 
not be (rationally) correlated with price movements (see Figure 8); (c) Differences between multilateral 
indices and the chained Jevons index may be very big (see Figure 9 for plain flour or rice), and as a rule 
they are. Thus, switching the chained Jevons index to one of multilateral indices does matter in the CPI 
measurement based on scanner data sets; (d) The choice of the weighting schemes in the QU method 
does matter – differences in results may be crucial (in our study time moments for which the differences 
between the TS, EW and EX indices exceeded 3 percentage points were observed).
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